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Abstract: A screen image synthesis (SIS) system is superior than the conventional
methods in terms of high-speed measurement and low screen-cross-talk noise when used
as a whole-field light-distribution meter. However, reflection signals cannot be measured
using the conventional SIS system when it is used as a scattering meter. Furthermore,
the conventional SIS system cannot be used to measure a large sample when it is used
as an intensity distribution meter. In this study, we devised a rail-based SIS system as
long as an image reconstruction algorithm. This would allow whole-field scattering light and
intensity distribution measurements for various sample sizes. For this purpose, a versatile
instrument was assembled by combining a whole-field intensity distribution meter and a
whole-field scattering meter. The results of the experiments confirmed that the measuring
time was drastically improved when the proposed instrument was used as a whole-field
intensity distribution meter and a whole-field scattering meter. The high normalized cross
correlation values of both measurements demonstrated the accuracy and feasibility of the
proposed algorithm.

Index Terms: SIS system, screen image synthesis, BSDF, goniophotometer, scatterome-
ter.

1. Introduction
Intensity distribution meters and scatterometers are basic tools for many optical applications such
as optical design [1]–[3], optical modelling [4]–[8], building design [9], [10], gloss evaluation [11],
[12], color estimation [13], [14], and scattering estimation [15], [16]. A high-speed instrument that
combines intensity distribution meters and scatterometers can save time, cost, and space. It thus
brings benefits to small and medium-sized R&D companies. Conventional goniophotometers and
scatterometers detect data point-by-point, and the process is time consuming [13], [14], [17]–[20].
Whole-field measurements using a goniophotometer and scatterometer could take several hours
and days, respectively. Therefore, a fast and versatile measuring instrument is urgently required.
In many fields, imaging measurement technology has been applied to improve the intensity distri-
bution measurement and the speed of bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) meters
[21]–[33]. Ward presented an elegant system using a hemisphere as a projection surface and a
fish-eye lens for capturing images [34], [35]. This provides a snapshot measurement. However,
reflection signals from parts of the spherical surface tend to be projected onto other parts of
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the spherical surface. The reflection signals’ cross-talk induces considerable noise. Therefore,
we propose using the screen image synthesis (SIS) technology [36]. In this system, a screen is
used to acquire large light distribution fields at the far-field distance. Because only one flat screen
is used to collect the light in each shot, cross-talk because of reflection is avoided. We conducted
whole-field light-distribution measurements at various solid angles. With this approach, we attained
high measuring speeds, high angular resolutions, and low cross-talk noise. However, conventional
SIS BSDF meters can only be used to measure the bidirectional transmittance distribution function
(BTDF), and not bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF). This is because the guiding
mirrors block most of the reflection signal and induce a strong shadow effect. Furthermore, in
the application of the intensity distribution meter, the sample size could vary from millimetres to
meters. Because the far-field distance increases when the sample gets larger, the far-field distance
varies from a couple of millimetres to a couple of meters. The angular coverage of the screen
decreases when the measuring distance increases. Therefore, if the measuring distance is long,
the view-angle interval must be decreased, and the number of shots must be increased. However,
the conventional SIS meter lacks a general image reconstruction algorithm for any view-angle
interval. In this paper, we used two approaches to assemble a high-speed instrument that combines
intensity-distribution meters and scatterometers: (1) We devised a rail-based approach for the SIS
system. The rail system was designed to minimize the shadow effect of the automatic measurement
system. (2) An image reconstruction algorithm with an adjustable rotational angle was developed.
This allowed measurement of the intensity distribution for various sample sizes.

2. The SIS System
2.1. Architecture

Fig. 1 depicts the SIS system. Fig. 1(a) shows that it consists of an image-acquiring system and
a sample-rotational system. The image-acquiring system consists of a camera and a screen. The
irradiance captured by the CMOS sensor corresponded to the radiance from each position of the
screen and was captured by the camera. The camera consists of a CMOS image sensor (IDS
GmbH, Germany, UI-2280SE, 2248 × 2048 pixels, pixel size: 3.45 µm) and a lens (Edmund Optics,
USA, Ultrahigh-resolution 5-mm). The screen is a white polymer sheet that is attached to a glass
plate with an antireflection coating, and the size of the glass plate is 601 × 496 × 3 mm3. The
distance (d1) between the sample and the screen is 50cm, and the distance (d2) between the
screen and the camera is 75cm. The screen is a heavy scattering transmission film. To check the
scattering property of the polymer sheet, it was illuminated by the light with incident angle 0 °
and 45 °. And the measured intensity distribution is quasi-Lambertian with the FWHM equaling to
115°. Since the ray emitted from the sample impinges the screen within ±38 °, and the ray emitted
from the screen impinges the camera within ±27.5 °, the optical property of the polymer sheet
was treated as Lambertian distribution. A Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, and z) is defined in
the image-acquiring system. The sample-rotational system is driven using three motors. Motor 1
rotates all components of the sample-rotational system along the red axis. A rail system is fixed on
the loading side of Motor 1 and is driven by Motor 2, which rotates the load components along the
blue axis. Motor 3 is fixed on the loading side of the rail system, which rotates the sample along
the green axis, and it only operates when the instrument functions as a BSDF meter. Fig. 1(b)
shows a Cartesian coordinate system defined on the loading side of Motor 1 (x1, y1, z1). When
Motor 1 rotates, Motor 2, the rail system and the components loaded by the rail system, rotate θ1

along the y-axis. Fig. 1(c) shows the Cartesian coordinate system defined on the loading side of
the rail system (x2, y2, z2). When Motor 2 rotates, the components on the rail system, including
Motor 3, a sample, and a laser light source, rotate θ2 along the x1-axis. Fig. 1(d) shows a Cartesian
coordinate system defined on the loading side of Motor 3 (x3, y3, z3). When Motor 3 rotates, the
sample rotates θ3 along the y2-axis. In this study, Motors 1 and 2 rotate the samples through 60
angles, and the image-acquiring system is used to capture the whole-field light distribution. After
the progress of parameter optimization and system calibration, the image reconstruction algorithm
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Fig. 1. (a). The tested SIS system is composed of a sample-rotational system and an image-acquiring
system. It can be used as an intensity distribution meter or BSDF meter. When it is used as an intensity
distribution meter, the removable light source is removed, and Motor 3 is not actuated. When it is used
as a BSDF meter, both the light source and Motor 3 are in operation. (b)–(c) show the coordinate
system defined on the loading side of Motor 1, Motor 2, and Motor 3, respectively. (d) shows the real
system.
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Fig. 2. Automatic measurement process of the SIS system.

is used to obtain the 2-D light distribution. Fig. 1(e) shows the real system, and a scalar bar on the
top right side shows the length of 20 cm.

2.2. Automatic Measurement Process

Fig. 2 depicts the automatic measurement process of the SIS system, which consists of motor-
controlling (blue part) and camera-controlling processes (yellow part). In the motor-controlling
process, three motors are used to rotate the samples to specified angles (θ1, θ2, θ3). Motor 1
and Motor 2 control the view angle between the image-acquiring system and the sample. Motor 1
rotates from −66° to 66° with a step of 33°. Motor 2 rotates from −150° to 180° with a step of 30°.
The two motors rotate to 60 angles to cover the 4-π solid angle surrounding the sample. Motor 3
is applied only when the instrument functions as a BSDF meter. This motor is used to control the
incident angle of the laser beam, and it rotates from 0° to 80° with a step of 10°.

The camera-controlling process is combined with exposure and high dynamic range (HDR)
processes. For the exposure process, the initial exposure time t0 is guessed based on the mea-
surement experience of similar samples. After a picture is captured, the histogram of the picture
is used to evaluate whether it is properly-exposed, i.e., the maximum gray level of the captured
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image should be around 80% of the pixel bit depth. If it is properly-exposed, the exposure time
is set tnew. If it is not, the picture is saved and the exposure time record is renewed. In the HDR
process, the application of the HDR technique depends on the rotational angle. If the rotational
angle of the sample causes specular reflection to impinge on the screen, then the HDR technique is
applied. Generally, the HDR image consists of three pictures. In addition to the exposure time tnew,
images at 1.5tnew and 3tnew are captured. The proper exposure region of each picture is captured,
the grey-level of each picture is divided by the corresponding exposure time, and finally, an HDR
image is composed. In the HDR image, a ring noise may appear around the specular reflection
point. It is caused by the step drop of energy resolution between different exposure periods. Since
the irradiance of the noise is around 0.5%∼1% of the strong specular point, it is ignored in this
paper.

2.3. Image Reconstruction Algorithm

Considering the light being scattered from the screen following a Lambertian distribution, for a
camera lens with a small f-number, the intensity distribution on the screen I (x, y) that corresponds
to the irradiance captured on the CMOS sensor Ec (x, y) is expressed as follows [37]:

I (x, y ) ∝ Ec (x, y )
cos4θc · cos3θz

, (1)

where θz is the zenith angle emitted from the sample with respect to the z-axis

θz = tan−1

(√
x2 + y2

d1

)
, (2)

and θc is the zenith angle with respect to the normal direction of the camera and can be expressed
as follows:

θc = tan−1

(√
x2 + y2

d2

)
. (3)

Because the imaging system is static, the sample is rotated. The calculated intensity is placed in
the right-hand position. The Cartesian coordinates attached to the screen, Motor 1, Motor 2, and
Motor 3/samples are expressed as the span of the bases B0, B0, B1, and B2 i.e., B0[x y z]T, B0[x1
y1 z1]T, B1[x2 y2 z2]T, and B2[x3 y3 z3]T, respectively. The origin of the coordinate frames is located
at the rotational center of the sample. For the rotation of Motors 1, 2, and 3, the rotational matrix is
expressed as follows:

[
R1]

B0
=
⎡
⎣cos θ1 0 sin θ1

0 1 0
− sin θ1 0 cos θ1

⎤
⎦ , (4)

[
R2]

B1
=
⎡
⎣1 0 0

0 cos θ2 − sin θ2

0 sin θ2 cos θ2

⎤
⎦ , (5)

and

[
R3]

B2
=
⎡
⎣cos θ3 0 sin θ3

0 1 0
− sin θ3 0 cos θ3

⎤
⎦ , (6)

where the subscripts B0, B1, and B2 indicate that they are used as the basis of the corresponding
rotational matrices. Using Eqs. (4)–(6), we apply the change of basis to obtain each rotational
matrix with the same basis B0,
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Fig. 3. Light emitted from the sample is expressed in spherical coordinates.

[
R1]

B0
= [I]B0

[
R1]

B0
[I]B0

, (7)

[
R2]

B0
= [

R1]
B0

[
R2]

B1

[(
R1)−1

]
B0

, (8)

[
R3]

B0
= [

R1]
B0

[
R2]

B1

[(
R1)−1

]
B0

[
R1]

B0

[
R3]

B2

[(
R1)−1

]
B0

[
R1]

B0

[(
R2)−1

]
B1

[(
R1)−1

]
B0

, (9)

when the sample is rotated by motor 1, motor 2, and motor 3, the transfer matrix becomes[
R3]

B0

[
R2]

B0

[
R1]

B0
= [

R1]
B0

[
R2]

B1

[
R3]

B2
, (10)

The intensity distribution captured with the Cartesian coordinates attached to the screen is
transferred to the Cartesian coordinates attached to the sample⎡

⎣ x3

y3

z3

⎤
⎦ = [

R1]
B0

[
R2]

B1

[
R3]

B2

⎡
⎣ x

y
z

⎤
⎦ , (11)

The Cartesian coordinates are mapped to spherical coordinates (Fig. 3) as follows:

θ = tan−1

(√
x2 + y2

z

)
, (12)

φ = tan−1
(

x
y

)
, (13)

After the images for different rotational angles are captured, equation (1) is used to calculate the
intensity distribution at θ1, θ2, θ3 (x, y). Subsequently, equations (12)–(13) are used to calculate
the intensity at θ1, θ2, θ3 (θ , ϕ). Generally, 60 pictures with various values of θ1 and θ2 are used
to reconstruct the whole field distribution of the intensity or CCBSDF with specific θ3. This is
expressed as follows:

Iθ3 (θ, φ) = CCBSDFθ3 (θ, φ) =
2∑

i=−2

6∑
j=−5

I33i,30 j,θ3 (θ, φ)
W (θ, φ)

, (14)

where W (θ , ϕ) is the number of repetitions of the superposition process. It means the final
measurement results are all summed together, and is divided by the repetition times. If the
measurement results overlap to each other at some angle (θ , ϕ), I θ3 will be calculated as the
average value.
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Fig. 4. When the SIS system was used as an intensity distribution meter, (a) commercial bicycle rear
light was used as the sample; (b)–(d) captured pictures of I0,0,0 (θ , ϕ), I33,30,0 (θ , ϕ), and I66,60,0 (θ ,
ϕ), respectively.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. SIS Intensity Distribution Meter

When the proposed instrument was used as an SIS intensity distribution meter, Motor 3 was re-
placed with a sample mount, and the light source was removed. Aided by the image reconstruction
algorithm with an adjustable rotational angle, this system allowed measurement of the intensity
distribution of various sample sizes. However, the far-field distance increases when the sample gets
larger, and the angular coverage of the screen decreases when the measuring distance increases.
This is obtained at the cost of a greater number of shots and leads to a trade-off between the
sample size and the measuring time. When the screen size is fixed, the sample size increases and
the time consumption (T) depending on the sample size (L) can be roughly expressed as

T ∝ L2. (15)

Speed enhancement is thus limited as the sample size expands. In addition, the response
function of the camera varies with the wavelength of the incident beam; therefore, we need to
measure the sample that has an optical spectrum distributed uniformly on the screen. If the optical
spectrum of the sample is not uniformly distributed, the measurement would yield an incorrect
result. Therefore, a snapshot hyper-spectrum technique should be used to detect the spectrum
variation and identify the camera’s response function [38]. Since we focus on the improvement of
the rail system and the imaging reconstruction, this topic is beyond the scope of this paper, and it
will be considered in our future plan.

Fig. 4(a) depicts the use of a commercial rear bicycle light as the sample. The dimensions of
the light source were 64.9 mm × 21.5 mm × 23.1 mm. When the distance between the screen
and the sample (ds) was 50 cm, the dimension satisfied the far-field criteria [39]. The measurement
process is described in Fig. 2, with the exception of θ3, which is always set as 0. Fig. 4(b–d)
depict the captured images of Iθ1,θ2,0 (θ , ϕ), where (θ1, θ2, θ3) equals (0, 0, 0), (33, 30, 0), and
(66, 60, 0), respectively. For the SIS intensity distribution meter with a resolution of 1°, the whole-
field measurement can be completed in less than 15 min. Compared with the 8 hours that the
goniophotometer requires, the measuring speed for the SIS intensity distribution meter is enhanced
by 3200%.

After 60 pictures were captured, we used the measurement result and applied the image
reconstruction algorithm described by Eqs. (1) – (6) and Eqs. (11) – (14) to obtain I0(θ , ϕ). The
azimuthal equidistant projection was used to map I0 (θ , ϕ) to the front and rear hemispheres on
two plate disks. This correctly expressed the azimuthal distance but reduced the correction of the
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Fig. 5. (a) and (b) Measurement results of the SIS intensity distribution meter applied to the rear light of
a commercial bicycle; (c) Comparison of 1-D intensity distribution measurement results obtained using
the SIS intensity distribution meter and conventional goniophotometer.

Table 1

NCC for Measured CCBSDF

projection area. Fig. 5 illustrates the azimuthal equidistant projection of I0 (θ , ϕ). Fig. 5(a) depicts I0
(θ , ϕ) on the front hemisphere. The angular resolution of the raw data was 0.06°, which was limited
by the image resolution of the camera. We downgraded the angular resolution to 1° to enhance
the calculation speed. The clear image demonstrates the precision of the image reconstruction
process. A shadow was observed at ϕ = 270° and 25° ≤ θ ≤ 90°. This was caused by the shadow
of the rail, and the shadow covered an average of 2.5° of the azimuthal angle. In comparison, the
conventional SIS system without the rail system has shadow larger than 10 degrees. And it could
easily be removed for the sample with up-down symmetrical optical field. Fig. 5(b) indicates that
the detected intensity I0(θ , ϕ) on the rear hemisphere was weak, and the maximum normalized
intensity was only 1.5 × 10−3.

Fig. 5(c) depicts a comparison of the 1-D intensity measurement results obtained using the
SIS system and a conventional goniophotometer. The blue curve represents the goniometer
measurement, and the red curve represents the SIS system measurement. To determine the
similarity in the measurement results obtained using the goniometer and SIS system, we applied
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Fig. 6. Measured CCBSDFθ i for θ i varying from 0° to 80°. The red outlined arrows indicate the
observable shadows, and the red solid arrows indicate the position of the specular reflections. (a)
when the incident angle is 0°. A shadow of the light source blocks the specular reflection. (b–i) When
the incident angle is larger than 10°, the specular reflection is not blocked, and it shows the whole field
CCBSDF with negligible shadows.
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the normalized cross correlation (NCC) as follows:

NCC =
∑

n

[
ISIS (θn) − ĪSIS

] · [IG (θn) − ĪG
]

√∑
n

[
ISIS (θn) − ĪSIS

]2 ·∑n

[
IG (θn) − ĪG

]2 , (16)

where ISIS and IG are the relative intensity of the SIS system and goniometer, respectively, θn is the
nth angular displacement, and ĪSIS and ĪG are the mean values of the SIS system and goniometer,
respectively. The NCC values were higher than 99.81%, which demonstrates the high accuracy of
the SIS intensity distribution meter.

3.2. SIS BSDF Meter

The CCBSDF is a function used to describe scattering and is defined as follows:

CCBSDF = cos θs · BSDF, (17)

BSDF (θi, φi , θs, φs ) = dLs (θs, φs )
dEi (θi , φi )

, (18)

where the terms (θ i, φi) and (θ s, φs) are the incident and scattering direction angles, respectively,
relative to the surface normal [37], [40]. Ls is the radiance distribution of the scattering light, and Ei

is the irradiance distribution of the incident light. The CCBSDF indicates the intensity distribution
of the diffuser. When the instrument functions as an SIS BSDF meter, a 450-nm wavelength laser
was coupled to a multimode fibre and transmitted to one end of the rail system. A spherical lens
(focal length: 20 mm) transferred the outcoupled laser beam to form an illumination beam with a
1-cm diameter.

A diffuser plate was used as the sample. Motor 3 was used to change the incident angle (θ i)
from 0° to 80°. Here, 60 pictures were captured at each incident angle. Therefore, for nine incident
angles, 540 pictures were captured. We applied the image reconstruction algorithm described by
Eq.(1) - (11) to reconstruct the CCBSDFθ i(θ , ϕ). Fig. 6 (a–i) shows the azimuthal equidistant
projection of the CCBSDFθ i(θ , ϕ) for θ i changing from 0° to 80°. Each picture contained the
cosine-corrected BTDF (CCBTDF, front side hemisphere) and cosine corrected BRDF (CCBRDF,
rear hemisphere). The angular resolution was 1°. We use red outline arrows to point out the
observable shadows and use red solid arrows to indicate the position of the specular reflections.
The CCBRDF in Fig. 6(a) depicts a shadow of the light source, and it blocks the specular reflection.
It also displays some non-uniform patterns in the weak-signal region. This is caused by noise
at the edge of the screen. Because Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) amplify the noise at the edge of the
screen, when the scattering signal is weak, the amplified noise will be observed. If specular
reflection dominates the estimation result, it can be ignored in some applications [9]–[12]. If the
noise becomes non-negligible, either of two approaches can be used to improve the situation: (1)
increase the exposure time of each picture to suppress the noise or (2) decrease the effective
area of the screen and increase the shot numbers, thus decreasing the amplification ratio at the
edge of the screen. Both methods lead to extended measuring times, and thus limit the speed
enhancement.

Fig. 6 (b–i) confirms that, when the incident angle is larger than 10°, the specular reflection is not
blocked, and the shadow in the CCBRDFθ 3 can be ignored because of the weak signal compared
with the strong specular reflection. The requirement of measurement resolution is always depended
on the applications. For BSDF measurement, 2.5° shadow is negligible, if it doesn’t block the
specular signal. And it could easily be removed for the sample with up-down symmetrical scattering
distribution. The strong specular reflection peak always requires a high-dynamic-range image
sensor. Therefore, the HDR technique was applied to enlarge the dynamic range of the acquired
image. The NCC results obtained using the SIS system and the conventional goniophotometer
for 1-D CCBSDFθi measurement are listed in Table 1. Excepting the CCBRDF0 at the 0° incident
angle, all the NCC values of the CCBRDFθi were higher than 90%. This demonstrates the accuracy
and feasibility of the proposed algorithm. The CCBSDF required less than 50 min to complete this
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process with eight incident angles (0–80). In contrast, the conventional scatterometer using the
goniometer architecture may require 64 hours to obtain data of the same resolution. The measuring
speed was enhanced by 7280%.

4. Conclusion
The SIS system exhibits superiority in terms of high-speed measurement and low screen-cross-talk
noise. However, the conventional SIS system failed in both reflection signal measurement and large
sample measurements. In this study, we improved the SIS system by devising a rail system, which
generated a small shadow in both BSDF and intensity distribution measurements. Furthermore,
an image reconstruction algorithm with an adjustable rotational angle allowed measurement of the
intensity distribution for various sample sizes. Thus, an SIS intensity distribution meter and an SIS
BSDF meter were combined to develop a versatile instrument. When the sample size becomes
larger or the signal becomes weaker, we should either increase the total shot number or increase
the exposure time to improve the measurement precision. This sets a limit on speed enhancement.

When the instrument was used as an SIS intensity distribution meter, Motors 1 and 2 rotated the
sample to 60 different angles and allowed the imaging system to acquire the intensity distribution
with a 4-π solid angle. Whole-field measurements required 15 min at a resolution of 1° with the
proposed approach. Compared to the 8 hours required with a goniophotometer, the measuring
speed was enhanced by 3200%. The clear image obtained using the proposed approach confirmed
the precision of the image reconstruction process. The average azimuthal width of the shadow
was 2.5°. NCC values of 99.81% were achieved between the SIS intensity distribution meter
and the conventional goniophotometer, which demonstrates the high accuracy of the SIS intensity
distribution meter.

When the proposed instrument was used as an SIS BSDF meter, Motor 3 was used to change
the incident angle. By combining 60 pictures from each incident angle, 540 pictures were acquired.
The instrument required 50 min for whole-field measurements at a resolution of 1°. Compared to
the conventional scatterometer, which uses the goniometer architecture and requires 64 hours,
the measuring speed was enhanced by 7280%. The NCC values of the CCBTDFθ i were always
higher than 96.91%. The NCC values of the CCBRDFθ i except for the 0° incidence angle case,
were higher than 90%. This demonstrates the accuracy and feasibility of the proposed algorithm.
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